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Abstract

A highly simpli ed network model of cortical associative memory, based on Hebb's
theory of cell assemblies, has been developed and simulated. The network is comprised
of realistically modelled pyramidal{type cells and inhibitory fast spiking interneurons
and its connectivity is adopted from a trained recurrent arti cial neural network.
After{activity, pattern completion and competition between cell assemblies is readily
produced. If, instead of pyramidal cells, motor neuron type cells are used, network
behaviour changes drastically. For instance, spike synchronization can be observed
but after{activity is hard to produce. Our results support the biological feasibility of
Hebb's cell assembly theory. The analogy between this theory and recurrent arti cial
neural network models is discussed.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Hebbian cell assemblies and models of cortical associative memory

In his classical book, The Organization of Behavior, Hebb described a functional unit
which he called a cell assembly [1]. This was a group of cells strongly connected through
excitatory synapses. Such an assembly could emerge as a result of repeated co{activation
of its constituent cells and the action of what we today refer to as Hebbian synapses,
excitatory synapses enhanced by co{activity of the pre{ and postsynaptic neuron.
Hebb proposed that the assembly so formed thereafter could serve as an internal representation of the corresponding object in the outside world. Its existence could in uence
system performance and eventually explain certain perceptual phenomena, perceptual
completion. It has later been suggested that competition between cell assemblies through
lateral inhibition could explain phenomena like gure{ground separation and perceptual
rivalry. Even chains of associations and, eventually, associative thought processes could
be understood in terms of cell assemblies active in succession.
i.e.
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1.2 Earlier investigations

Hebb's original theory was mainly of a qualitative character. As such it left many things
open so that mathematical modelling could be done in di erent ways. At the time of the
rst attempts to test the theory by means of computer simulations the prototypical neuron
was the spinal motor neuron. Characteristics of such neurons were therefore used in early
modelling work. Rochester
[2] using very simple pulse generating motor neurons
with modi able synapses failed to demonstrate the formation of Hebbian assemblies. Later
MacGregor and McMullen [3] used a more realistic spiking motor neuron model. They
found spike synchronization within populations of neurons with recurrent excitation, but
no signs of after{activity with a duration of about 500 ms { the kind hypothesized by
Hebb (ref. [1], page 74).
Hebb's cell assembly theory has been further elaborated by
Milner [4], Braitenberg [5], and Palm [6]. It is still, in its general aspects, compatible with experimental
ndings relating to cortical architecture and physiology, such as for example the existence
of long{ranging horizontal intracortical connections [7] and the observation of reverberating activity in short{term [8, 9] and long{term [10] memory tasks. Thus, despite the
negative results from early computer simulations, the cell assembly theory has remained
one of the most viable hypotheses relating to cortical function [11, 12, 13, 14].
Over the last few years, the computational advantages of neural networks of the kind
suggested by Hebb has been thoroughly established in studies of abstract recurrent articial neural network (ANN) models,
linear [15] and binary associative memories [16]
and Hop eld type networks [17, 18, 19]. Recently it has also been demonstrated that small
networks of cultured cells can indeed display activity of the sort described by these computational models [20]. Furthermore, the relevance of models of this type for understanding
higher cognitive brain functions was recently elaborated on in depth by Smolensky [21].
In fact, a prototypical recurrent ANN used as an auto{associative content{addressable
memory (CAM) can be regarded as a mathematical realization of Hebb's basic idea. A
\memory" in such a network, a group of units kept together by strong recurrent excitation produced by enhanced Hebbian synapses, corresponds closely to a cell assembly.
The dynamic recall process converging to a low energy, stable state is analogous to the
triggering of activity in a cell assembly. It is crucial to establish the relations between
todays computational models and neuro{psychological theories of cortical function, since
results relating to storage capacity [22, 19], prototype extraction capabilities [23]
of
the former might then have a direct bearing on our understanding of cortical associative
memory.
One argument against the biological relevance of Hebb's cell assembly theory has been
the failure to demonstrate after{activity in populations of mutually exciting neurons by
means of computer simulations. However, in some of our own early investigations, using
a cell model very similar to the one of MacGregor and McMullen, after{activity could
indeed be produced provided that the model motor neurons were replaced by pyramidal{
cell type neurons [24]. Recently, some preliminary investigations veri ed these results
using a more elaborate cell model [25]. The purpose of the present study was to look
somewhat deeper into these issues. It should be emphasized from the start that the work
presented here is not in the rst place intended to be a biologically realistic model of a
piece of cortex. It is rather an exploratory study of an attractor type of neural network
using more realistic neurons than has commonly been the case. We believe that, despite
the dramatic simpli cations, this may still serve as a reasonable rst step towards more
et.al
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elaborate and biologically realistic models of cortical associative memory functions.

2 Cell model and cell types
Over the last few years, a general purpose simulator, SWIM, intended for numerical simulation of networks of biologically realistic model neurons, has been developed [26, 27].
The model neurons supported by SWIM can be composed of an arbitrary number of
iso{potential compartments, one representing the cell body and the others the dendritic
tree. Voltage dependent ion channels are modelled using Hodgkin{Huxley{like equations.
Na+, K + , and Ca2+ channels are included as well as Ca2+ dependent K + channels. Two
calcium pools, one fast (typical time constant 15 ms) and the other slow (typical time
constant 300 ms) are modelled. When a presynaptic cell res an action{potential a synaptic conductance opens after a conduction delay. The postsynaptic conductance increase
is modelled as a square pulse and the duration used in our simulations is 3 ms. For the
NMDA receptor gated synapse the magnesium block is modelled with a Hodgkin{Huxley
type of equation. The combined transmitter{ and voltage{dependence of the NMDA channel tends to increase the on/o behaviour of the postsynaptic cell, thus supporting the
threshold nature of cell assembly activation (see sect. 4.2). Futher details regarding the
cell model used here can be found elsewhere [27].

(FIGURE 1 somewhere here)
In the present study, two di erent types of excitatory neurons were simulated, the
\P{cell" modelled after a typical cortical pyramidal cell and the \MN{cell" with properties
derived from a motor neuron. One type of inhibitory neurons, the \FS{cell", modelled
after cortical fast spiking cells [28], were used as interneurons. For the rst and second cell
type four compartments were used to represent the spatial extent of the neuron. In the
third case only two compartments were used. Contrary to the \standard" motor neuron,
the P{cell was modelled with a low ring threshold, a pronounced depolarizing after{
potential (DAP), a small and late after{hyperpolarization (AHP), and a higher maximum
ring frequency [29, 28, 30]. The parameters of the MN{cell were identical to those used for
the excitatory interneuron in a recently studied model of the Lamprey spinal cord [27, 31].
This interneuron has properties very similar to those of spinal motor neurons. The FS{
cell has a small soma, one dendritic compartment, a high maximum ring frequency and
lacks an undershooting fast AHP. Appendix 1 gives the parameter values for the MN{
and FS{cells. Tab. 1 gives values for the parameters in which the P{cell di er from the
MN{cell. The shape of the action potentials and sample spike trains of the P{cell, MN{cell
and FS{cell respectively are shown in gs. 1 a and 1 b. In g. 2 the current{frequency
response of the same cells is shown. The response of the P{cell has a highly non{linear
shape whereas the MN{cell has an almost linear input{output characteristic.
i.e.

(TABLE 1 and FIGURE 2 somewhere here)

3 Network architecture and connectivity
The network simulated was comprised of fty excitatory and fty inhibitory model neurons
interacting through excitatory and inhibitory synapses. These were located on the most
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distal and proximal dendritic compartments respectively. Values for synaptic strengths
were adopted from a recurrent Bayesian ANN [19] trained with 8 random patterns with
8 active units in each. Pairs of patterns shared between 0 and 3 units. The Bayesian
learning rule produced excitatory synapses within the patterns and inhibitory ones between
them. The network can be seen as composed of fty pairs of one excitatory cell and
one inhibitory interneuron. The interneuron recieves input from excitatory cells in other
pairs and inhibits its companion excitatory cell. Altogether there were 408 excitatory
synapses connecting the excitatory cells, 1538 excitatory synapses from the excitatory cells
to inhibitory interneurons and 50 inhibitory synapses connecting an inhibitory interneuron
with its excitatory cell. The typical conduction delay was 1 ms. Synapses between the
excitatory cells were of a mixed type with a conventional AMPA/kainate component and
an NMDA component of equal sizes. The signi cance of NMDA channels has recently been
investigated in the Lamprey model [32]. Mean amplitude of the EPSP:s was about 1.1 mV
(range 0.01{2.0 mV) with a half{width of 36.2 ms. The synapses from an excitatory cell
to an inhibitory cell were of the AMPA/kainate type with a mean value for the EPSP:s of
3.6 mV (range 0.1{6.3 mV) and a half{width of 20.9 ms. Inhibitory synapses were modelled
after the conventional postsynaptic inhibition, mediated via GABAA or possibly glycine
(GABAB type inhibition was not included). The strength was set to give an IPSP of 4.8 mV and the half{width was 9.7 ms. Synaptic conductances (and thus PSP amplitudes)
have been exaggerated compared to values found experimentally to compensate for the
small number of cells in an assembly.
In the simulations a number of excitatory cells belonging to one or several assemblies
were stimulated by means of a depolarizing current injection. To avoid synchronization
artifacts due to identical stimulation parameters, stimulus strengths were sampled from
a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 5 percent of its mean value. Stimulus
onset and duration were also randomized such that the standard deviation was matched
to the interspike intervals of the active cells.
In the following, we give some results from di erent simulations carried out with this
model. These investigations focused on (i) the ability of the network to produce after{
activity; (ii) its pattern completion capabilities; (iii) competition between cell assemblies
and noise suppression; (iv) spike synchronization between active cells; and (v) the signi cance of some speci c single cell properties.

4 Simulation results
4.1 After{activity

Fig. 3 a shows the e ect of stimulating all cells in an assembly comprised of P{cells as
the excitatory cells with 0.4 nA for about 40 ms. For an isolated cell such a stimulation
resulted in two or three spikes. Due to the mutual synaptic excitation the cells continue
to re. The ring frequency gradually decreases due to accumulated calcium entering
through the Ca2+ channels and the NMDA channels. Calcium opens Ca2+ dependent K +
channels and causes hyperpolarization which counteracts synaptic excitation. Activity
terminates after about 380 ms, thus out{lasting the triggering stimulus by more than three
hundred milliseconds. The duration of activity varied between 350 and 400 ms for the eight
patterns stored. This is a clear demonstration of after{activity of the type suggested by
Hebb. Without the slow accumulation of calcium entering through the NMDA channels
4

the after{activity would have persisted. Other factors than the time constants of this
calcium, also in uencing the duration of the after{activity, are the conductance through
the Ca2+ dependent K + channels and the magnitude of the mutual excitation between
cells in one assembly.

(FIGURE 3 somewhere here)
The capability of an assembly consisting of motor neuron type cells to produce after{
activity was also investigated ( g. 3 b). A large number of di erent experiments were
carried out, varying stimulation strength, length, pattern and timings together with
excitatory synaptic strengths. After{activity was observed only in exceptional cases,
ordered cyclic ring of the cells, or with biologically extreme parameter values. These
cases were never robust to changes in stimulation parameters. One explanation seems to
be that the prominent AHP of the MN{cell to a large extent masks the EPSP produced
by the mutual excitatory synapses,
the EPSP arrives during the relative refractory
period. This e ect is enhanced by the tendency of the MN{cells to spike synchronize (see
below) and by their high ring threshold. Our results with respects to mutually exciting
motor neuron type cells con rm results from earlier simulations [3].
i.e.

i.e.

i.e.

4.2 Pattern completion

In addition to producing sustained after{activity, mutual excitation between neurons in
the cell assembly also provides the network with a capability for pattern completion. This
means that when a cell assembly is only partially stimulated, the rest of its members will
quickly be activated due to the strong excitatory input from the cells already ring. This
was clearly demonstrated in our simulations, which also showed that triggering of activity
in a cell assembly is a threshold phenomenon. Both intensity and duration of stimulation
in uence whether or not an assembly is activated. Fig. 4 shows the e ect when a cell
assembly is only partially stimulated. With two P{cells out of eight stimulated ( g. 4 a)
just transient activity occurred, while with one more cell receiving stimulation ( g. 4 b)
activity in the entire assembly was triggered. Qualitatively the same results were obtained
when any of the other seven assemblies stored were subjected to the same tests.
If continuously stimulated (with a mean current of 1.5 nA), an assembly consisting of
MN{cells also displayed some pattern completion ( g. 4 c). However, the e ect was less
pronounced since the cells lacking direct stimulation red at a low rate, often just a third
of that of the others.

4.3 Competition and noise suppression

There is a quite potent lateral inhibition between assemblies in our network, P{cells
in di erent assemblies have strong disynaptic inhibition between them. This gives rise
to competition between assemblies for total dominance of activity in the network. Fig.
4 d shows the activity resulting when two assemblies were stimulated at the same time.
Five cells in the rst one and three in the second one received direct input for 40 ms. It
can be seen that, initially, units from both assemblies got active but after a short time
the assembly receiving the most stimulation took over, thus shutting activity in the other
one o completely. The winning assembly also activated its missing members. In another
i.e.
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simulation, when part of a cell assembly and some randomly activated cells were used as
stimulus, the spurious cells were quickly silenced and the missing ones activated.

(FIGURE 4 somewhere here)

4.4 Spike synchronization

Di erent types of oscillatory activity and spike synchronization at various cortical locations
has received much interest in recent years [33, 34, 35, 36]. As already mentioned, our
simulations have showed that a group of MN{cells having mutual excitatory synapses
have a tendency to spike synchronize. This can be seen in g. 4 c where MN{cell ring is
to some extent spike synchronized. The same type of synchronization has been observed
among electrically coupled neurons
[37].
Fig. 5 a shows in more detail the results obtained when a set of mutually exciting
MN{cells are driven by external stimulation. In this case, both excitatory and inhibitory
synapses were located at the most proximal dendritic compartment. The \synthetic eld
potential" showed in the gure was calculated as the average soma potential of all cells
receiving inhibition from the active cells. As a control we also show the same display when
the excitatory synapses were removed ( g. 5 b).
At least under the conditions studied here, the P{cell assembly did not seem to give
very signi cant spike synchronization. Fig. 5 c shows representative traces from a simulation of a cell assembly composed of such cells. Additional experiments with the MN{cell
network showed that the degree of synchronization decreased when excitatory synapses
were moved further out in the dendritic tree. It was also more easily produced at low
spiking frequencies and at conduction delays between cells below 3 ms.
in vivo

(FIGURE 5 somewhere here)

5 Discussion
The simulation results presented in this paper show that Hebbian cell assembly related activity could readily be produced by a network with cortical pyramidal cells as the principal
excitatory cells. Such a network would also display pattern completion, noise tolerance
and competitive phenomena in cases of con icting inputs in much the same way as a recurrent ANN. Clearly, the model studied here is not suciently sophisticated to account
for any major part of the relevant experimental ndings relating to cortical associative
memory. It is very far from accurately describing even a small piece of real cortex. For
instance, in terms of cell numbers and complexity of connectivity we are still way o from
reality.
However, despite these rather drastic simpli cations, the simulation results presented
here can still shed some light on the neurobiological feasibility of the cell assembly theory.
In addition, they have added some further details to such a theory. For instance, we
may interpret our results to mean that some cortical pyramidal cell populations could
have developed functional properties,
a low ring threshold, DAP and late AHP, to
support cell assembly related activity.
e.g.
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On the other hand, high frequency regular activity with a duration of several hundred
milliseconds has rarely been observed in recordings of cortical cell activity. In a small
network as the one simulated here, a high ring frequency of all cells is necessary to
ensure a reliable after{activity. In a network of more realistic size, the cells may re at a
lower frequency and more irregularly during the after{activity phase. In the experimental
situation, such activity would be hard to detect and identify as relating to the activity
of one and the same assembly. Futhermore, in a functioning system there might well
exist some reset mechanism that turns o activity in the assembly shortly after a stable
attractor state has been reached, thus giving way for the activation of some other assembly.
Worth noting in this context is the rather short time required for the activation of a
complete assembly. Almost without exception, even in cases of con icting input, a clean
\interpretation" was stable 50{70 ms after stimulus onset in our simulations (see
g.
4 d). This implies that each pyramidal cell involved needs to re no more than about ve
spikes before the computation is complete. These rather impressive reaction times are also
short enough to support sustained processing times below the 100 ms observed in some
experiments on perceptual tasks
visual object identi cation [38]. Thus, contrary to
what is sometimes put forward, arguments relating to a too low processing speed, cannot
be used to rule out recurrent attractor network models of cortical perceptual processing.
The present study also has shown that if, instead of pyramidal cells, we have motor
neuron type cells connected by mutual excitatory synapses, this network has a tendency
to produce spike synchronization. It does not, except within very limited or biologically
extreme regions in parameter space, seem to be capable of producing sustained after{
activity. However, the possibility that a large enough assembly of motor neuron type cells
might still be able to display such activity is not entirely ruled out.
It should perhaps be pointed out that the spike synchronization seen in our simulations
is produced merely by mutual excitation among active neurons and does not rely on
feed{back inhibition which sometimes is assumed to be a necessary condition for cortical
oscillatory activity. Moreover, the simulated eld potential is dominated by inhibited cells.
Results produced with the motor neuron type cells are likely to transfer readily to a
network of pyramidal cells with a more pronounced AHP than that of the P{cell model
used here. This points towards a possible explanation for the spike synchronization and
high{frequency oscillatory phenomena observed in cortex. However, further simulations
that represent more accurately the geometry of large sheets of cortical tissue are required
in order to elucidate whether or not these mechanisms provide a possible explanation for
the synchronization observed experimentally between distant cells [34].
Taken together, the results of this simulation study point in a direction towards the
reverberatory activity in cell assemblies as a principal mechanism in short{term [8, 9] and
long{term [10] memory tasks. Our results also suggest that the pyramidal cell population
taking part in reverberatory activity is di erent from the motor neuron like one that produces spike{synchronization and eld potential oscillations. Even though this hypothesis
appears to be biologically feasible, there is still not enough direct experimental support to
allow us to select and formulate more detailed models of these processes. Further progress
in our understanding of cortical associative memory mechanisms is critically dependent
upon continued experimental investigations complemented by work aiming at a synthesis,
involving extensive computer simulations of increasingly complex models of the underlying
neuronal networks.
e.g.
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6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that Hebbian cell assembly related activity can be robustly produced under some biologically reasonable assumptions. One important prerequisite is that
the model of the excitatory neurons used is provided with properties of cortical pyramidal cells rather than spinal motor neurons. The former ones typically show a low ring
threshold, a depolarizing after potential and a small and late AHP in comparison to the
latter ones. Our simulation results support the biological feasibility of Hebb's cell assembly
theory and could eventually provide a bridge between recurrent arti cial neural network
models and biological models of associative memory.
Our future research will be concerned with making this model more elaborate and
realistic than is presently the case. The number of neurons in the simulated network will
become much larger and the complexity of the connectivity will be increased. The extended
model will be simulated on a Connection Machine (a massively parallel computer) using
the simulator program BIOSIM [39].
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Figure 1 a: Soma membrane potential
during an action potential produced
by the P{cell (upper trace), the MN{
cell (middle trace) and FS{cell (lower
trace). Stimulation is indicated by the
horizontal bar.

Figure 1 b: Representative spike trains
of the P{cell (upper trace), the MN{
cell (middle trace) and the FS{cell
(lowe trace). The cells were driven by
current stimulation of 0.4, 1.2 and 0.9
nA respectively.

Table 1: Parameters for which the P{
cell di er from the MN{cell. The right{
most column gives the e ect on the P{
cell properties relative to the MN{cell.

Figure 2: Current{frequency plot for
the P{, MN{ and FS{cell (steady state
ring).

Figure 3 a: An assembly of P{cells
displaying after{activity. Each of the
fty lowermost traces shows the intracellular soma membrane potential of
the corresponding P{cell in the network simulated. The fty uppermost
traces show the FS{cells. The total
time simulated was 500 ms. The eight
P{cells in the assembly were stimulated
with 0.4 nA for 40 ms.

Figure 3 b: An assembly of eight MN{
cells stimulated with 1.5 nA for 40 ms
displaying absence of after{activity. As
in (a) the total time simulated was
500ms.

Figure 4: Examples of pattern completion and competition. Only excitatory cells are
displayed. In all cases, the total time simulated was 500 ms. (a) Activity of the P{cells
in an assembly with two cells stimulated. (b) As in (a) but with three cells stimulated.
Now pattern completion takes place. (c) An assembly of MN{cells with 7 out of 8 cells
stimulated for 350 ms. (d) Competition between two assemblies of P{cells. The stimulated
cells in the two di erent patterns are marked with open and closed circles.
Figure 5: \Synthetic eld potential" and spike markings are shown for three di erent
situations; Upper traces: Spike synchronization displayed by an assembly of MN{cells
mutually connected by excitatory synapses located at the most proximal dendritic compartment. Mean value of the EPSP:s on the MN{cells and on the FS{cells were 2.8 mV
and 1.5 mV respectively. The IPSP:s on the MN{cells were -2.1 mV Middle traces: The
same network but with the mutual excitation removed (for control). In both cases, continuous stimulation with 1.2 nA was given. Lower traces: Results with an assembly of
P{cells mutually connected by excitatory synapses.
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Parameter Value for P Value for MN
Unit
E ect
Eleaksoma
-50
-70
mV
resting potential less negative
Eleakdendr
-50
-70
mV
resting potential less negative
GK(Ca)
0.0017
0.010
S
larger DAP, smaller AHP
G0K(Ca)
0.016
0.005
S
larger DAP, smaller late AHP
1
NMDA
2.0
3.0
s
larger DAP, smaller late AHP
EK
-70
-90
mV
repolarizing amplitude smaller
1
1
An
40
5 mV s
repolarizing amplitude smaller
Bn
-15
-31
mV
spike width smaller
Bn
-40
-28
mV
spike width smaller
GK
0.5
0.2
S
spike width smaller
ENa
40
50
mV
spike height smaller
Table 1. Di erence between the P-cell and the MN-cell*.

* the EIN-cell in the Lamprey simulations.
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Na+
m
A (mV 1 ms 1) 0.2
B (mV)
40
C (mV)
1
A (mV 1 ms 1) 0:06
B (mV)
49
C (mV)
20

K+
h
n
0.08
0.02
40
31
1
0:8
0:4 (ms 1) 0:005
36
28
2
0:4

Ca2+
q
0.08
25
1
0:005
20
20

NMDA
p
0.7 (ms 1)
17
0:1 (ms 1)
17

Table 2: Parameters used in describing the ion channels for MN.

A (mV 1 ms
B (mV)
C (mV)
A (mV 1 ms
B (mV)
C (mV)

1)
1)

Na+
m h
30

K+
n

30 21
0:2 0:2
20
39 26 18
0:2 0:2

Ca2+ NMDA
q
p
15
10

Table 3: Parameters used in describing the ion channels for FS that di er from the MN{cell.

Passive Properties
Eleak
70mV
Gm Soma
0.0032S
Cm Soma
0.032nF
Gm Dendrites 0.0096S
Cm Dendrites 0.288nF
Gcore
0.04S
tdelay
1ms
tduration
3ms

ENa
GNa
EK
GK
ECa
GCa
GK (Ca)
G0K (Ca)

Active Properties
AP
4s 1 mV 1
AP
75s 1
NMDA
1.107*106*GNMDA s 1 mV 1
NMDA
3s 1
ENMDA
0mV
GNMDA
see text S
ENa+K
30mV
ECl
-85mV
ECa(NMDA) 20mV

50mV
1.0S
90mV
0.2S
150mV
0S y
0.01S
0.005S

Table 4: Parameters used for the MN simulations in this paper. The parameters correspond to
those of excitatory interneurons in the simulations of the spinal locomotor network of the lamprey.
yThe current contribution of the Ca2+ ions is negelected.

Passive Properties
Active Properties
Gm Soma 0.0016S GK 1.0S
AP 0.013s 1 mV 1
Cm Soma 0.016nF
AP 20 s 1
Gcore
0.0638S
Table 5: Parameters used for the FS{cell that di er from the MN{cell.
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